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FLASH SALE! Normal Price $17.50 A FUN Do-It-Yourself Math workbook for young students! Your

student will build foundational math skills while being creative and learning about wildlife. Most math

books are a lot of work for the parent or teacher, this book does not require teaching, and it uses

logic to help the child grasp foundational math concepts. Watch your child gain confidence and

independence while working with numbers! Show them what to do on the first few pages and then

set them free to learn! Active and creative children often struggle with math because they are often

expected to memorize facts without understanding them. This workbook is designed to eliminate the

confusion that is common to visual thinkers. Creative students will enjoy being artistic while focusing

on the details on the wildlife coloring pages. Scientifically minded students will do research on

animals while engaging in math. Students who love expressing themselves with words will have fun

with the creative writing activities. This isn't just a math book, this book integrates math with art,

logic, writing, creativity, relaxation, research and science. The goal is to activate as many parts of

the brain as possible to make strong mental connections between science, art, numbers and writing.

This book is designed to build intelligence and spark curiosity by educating the whole child in a way

that keeps creative, curious, and active students focused. This book is designed to be used in 1st,

2nd and 3rd grade to help students develop a strong number sense. The activities may seem

simple, but they are essential. Without understanding the logic of the number system students will

not be able to grasp the vital concepts of mathematical reasoning and calculating. The purpose of

this book is to build a strong mathematical foundation that will help your child to truly grasp the

meaning of numbers. Many children start their mathematical journey by memorizing facts before

understanding the meaning, they quickly become frustrated and disinterested. This book uses

detailed art, photography of animals, logic and games to spark curiosity. Parent Teacher

Instructions:  Share the first six pages with your student. Count together, write together and color

together. Take turns doing each activity. Show the child how to use this book. The student should

use 2 - 4 pages per day. Help the child as needed. If the child ever struggles with any of the

activities, you should sit down with the child and get started on the page, you should be a good

example. Let the child take over, once he grasps the concept. Creative Pages: There are pictures to

color and lines for creative writing and research. There is no need for parents and teachers to

correct mistakes or criticize the student's creative work. The coloring and writing activities in this

book are designed to allow the child to be creative and reflective between math activities. Criticism

has a negative impact of on a childâ€™s creative flow, so resist the temptation to correct the

childâ€™s creative work, even if you spot a misspelled word.
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LOVE this book! I bought one for our son! It is a unique look at numbers, to say the least! See my

video to see inside and give me a helpful vote if this helps!

My dyslexic 8 year old needed some more help with her number sense and practice writing the

numerals correctly (dyslexia causes reversals and issues keeping the numbers in the proper

sequence- ie thinking 21 but writing 12)... The math pages are 100's charts and she is tasked with

first coloring spaces with certain numbers, then the next set she traces the same pattern of numbers

and finally she writes them. She is about 1/2 way through the book, and is getting better with the

writing of the numbers. In addition to math helps, this book includes several creative writing pages,

and date/time pages that help the kids track learning to read a clock and the days of the

week/month etc. The creative writing and coloring pages are about animals so we have enjoyed.

The only "fault" that I find is that any numbers in the 90's and 100's columns are near the binding

and it makes it a challenge for her to write the numbers neatly. I am probably going to spiral bind it

so that she can have a flat surface.

Once my child(soon to be 10) figured out the pattern we moved on from the book, she would finish a

page in 2 minutes. The method in this book is unique and will benefit children struggling with their

numbers and basic math. We both loved the animal pages and are both completing the animal



pages so the book certainly isn't going to waste. Great cost, not overwhelming, holds attention.

Another wonderful book from the thinking tree.

This is PERFECT for my 5 yr old for cementing his numbers with. He loves it and was so excited to

receive it!
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